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MILLENNIUM & COPTHORNE HOTELS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED 

STOCK EXCHANGE ANNOUNCEMENT 

2024 ANNUAL SHAREHOLDER MEETING – REMARKS BY MCK’S CHAIRMAN  

 

Strategy: Revive and Thrive 

 

Our vision remains to be the preferred hotel choice for travellers in our region, grow our footprint 

and deliver value for our guests, our team and our shareholders. In the short term, our focus 

remains on reviving our business for tourism market momentum post-Covid. 

 

A year of positive progress 

 

We provided a summary of our results and 2023 operational highlights in the annual report but for 

those of you who have not read it, it was a busy year:  

• Operationally, 2023 was our first uninterrupted year of trading since the pandemic. 

• The increased number of international flights returning to New Zealand has improved the 

visitor numbers and translated into more demand, additional revenue and more profit but 

we are still short of the pre Covid level of tourists. 

• Overall hotel occupancy reached 61%, which was significantly up on 2022. In line with this, 

Hotel profit increased nearly 400% to $11.6m. This positive turnaround reflects not only the 

return to open borders and uninterrupted trading, but also the sharp focus on improving 

profitability across the hotel network during the year. 

 

We continue to be on the lookout for opportunities which meet our investment criteria and will help 

boost our network coverage and our revenues and profits.   

 

Completing the purchase of the Sofitel Brisbane Hotel in December was a positive way to end the 

year. More recently we have entered into a conditional agreement for land in Whangarei with the 

intention to develop a hotel there.   

 

The results for CDL Investments, our majority-owned subsidiary, reflected a softness in the 

residential property markets seen from the end of 2022 which carried over into 2023. Despite this, 

CDLI was still able to record an operating profit after tax, although this was softer than the previous 

year. 

 

FY23 Performance 

 

MCK’s total revenue in 2023 was $145.7 million, with profit after tax of $21.6m, similar to the prior 

year.  Earnings per share was 13.65 cents.  

 

The Board was pleased to declare a dividend of 3 cents per share, which was paid in May. This 

balances the desire of your Board to deliver value to our shareholders while retaining sufficient cash 

for ongoing investment needs.  

 

At 31 December 2023, shareholders’ funds excluding non-controlling interests was $547.9 million. 

Total assets increased to $746.8 million.  
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Looking forward 

 

We are entering the 2024 year with a sense of optimism, with many things to look forward to. While 

there are definitely economic challenges which affect all of us, the good news is that tourism 

continues to recover and demand from overseas continue to improve. Our focus is on making sure 

we have the best product available to capture existing demand as the tourism market recovers. We 

will also have the benefit of a full year’s trading from Sofitel Brisbane Central which we expect to be 

strong.   

 

MCK has a strong and experienced leadership team and great people providing quality service to 

guests throughout our network. On behalf of the board, I would like to acknowledge and thank them 

for their tireless efforts.  

 

I will now hand over to MCK’s managing director, Stuart Harrison. 

 

 

2024 ANNUAL SHAREHOLDER MEETING – REMARKS BY MCK’S MANAGING DIRECTOR 

 

E ngā mana, E ngā waka, E ngā reo,  

Ko Stuart Harrison ahau  E rau Rangitira ma 

Tēnā koutou  Tēnā koutou  Tēnā koutou katoa 

 

Our business 

 

Thank you all for joining our meeting today. We appreciate your engagement with our team and our 

business.  

 

A brief overview for those of you who may be new shareholders…. 

 

Millennium and Copthorne Hotels is one of New Zealand’s largest hotel owner / operators, with a 

network of 18 hotels and managing ~2,250 rooms per night. Our hotels are located in New Zealand’s 

key gateway cities and we take pride in hosting a wide variety of conferences, meetings and other 

gatherings at our properties.  

 

At the end of last year, we were delighted to extend our Australian portfolio taking over ownership 

of the Sofitel Brisbane Central Hotel providing a further 416 rooms per night, in a highly desirable 

landmark property.  

 

We also have a majority shareholding in CDL Investments NZ, an NZX-listed investment company 

focused on residential and commercial land development. This provides us with a diversified 

property portfolio and revenue stream.  

 

In the last financial year, our hotel business provided 69% of our total revenue and 30% of profit.  
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What’s happening in NZ’s tourism market 

 

While the international tourism market entering New Zealand is still recovering to pre-covid levels, it 

has shown good recovery growth in the past two years.  

 

Currently, international visitor numbers have plateaued at around 80% of pre-covid levels with a full 

recovery not expected before late-2025. New Zealand took longer to open borders than many other 

countries, airline capacity has been restricted and the current economic climate has seen travellers 

looking for more affordable options.  

 

February visitor numbers were at 87% of pre-covid 2019 numbers with the highest number of 

Chinese arrivals since January 2020, boosted by Chinese New Year. These numbers increased further 

in March. Pre-covid, China was New Zealand’s largest market, behind Australia. While Australia 

remains our biggest market, I note that Australian visitors entering NZ are still at 83% of pre covid 

numbers, and NZ has been displaced for the first time in nearly 50 years as Australians are choosing 

Indonesia as their number 1 choice. 

 

Domestic tourism has softened as continued pressure on consumer sentiment due to interest rates 

and cost of living concerns present ongoing challenges. This is reflected in the hotel industry with 

occupancy levels, the average daily rate and revenue per available room being lumpy.   

 

As more airlines return to New Zealand and economic conditions improve, visitor numbers are 

expected to grow. Business, sports and other events also provide significant value to New Zealand 

and it is important that sufficient resources are provided in order to encourage organisers to hold 

their events here.  

 

While the short term outlook for tourism is a bit bumpy due to economic headwinds across the 

globe, we believe the longer term outlook for New Zealand as an attractive tourism destination is 

still strong. 
 
 

Strategic Roadmap: Revive and Thrive  

 

We have a clear strategy and clarity of purpose. Our focus is on ensuring that we have the best 

people and product in place, for both the current market and as visitor numbers grow. This will drive 

our profit and value for our shareholders.  
 
 

People 

 

Creating a great experience for our guests is essential to what we do and it’s by having great people 

that we can make that happen. 

 

Over the last 12 months we hit refresh on our recruitment processes, in an effort to attract and retain 

the best people possible. The labour shortages we struggled with over the last few years have now 

mostly resolved and our team is nearly back to full strength.  

 

Our commitment to our people goes beyond just filling roles. For the coming year our focus is on 

improving our employee experience through updating our people processes and systems, rolling out 

a leadership development programme and redesigning our onboarding and induction activities. In 

doing so, we are not just retaining top talent, we’re positioning our business as an employer of choice 

in the hospitality industry. 
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Product  

 

We continue to invest in upgrading and refurbishing our hotels across our network to ensure they 

are first choice for visitors. In FY23, we continued the refurbishment of the Millennium Hotel 

Queenstown, commenced refurbishment at Millennium Hotel Rotorua and started recladding and 

other works at Copthorne Hotel Palmerston North.  

 

As well as ongoing projects, this year we will also be refreshing the Copthorne Hotel & Resort Bay of 

Islands.  

 

Our new Director of Property Management, Louise Borton, is developing a whole-of-network plan 

which will focus on investment and improvement priorities for all of our current hotels. The plan will 

form the basis of many of our medium term investment decisions and will help us prioritise urgent 

projects which will deliver the most optimal results. 

 

We invested $16.6m in property improvements in FY23, with a further $11.2m committed to 

ongoing projects, plus budget for around $20m of major capex to be considered for commencement 

in FY24. 

 

 

Network Expansion and Growth 

 

We continue to consider potential acquisitions to fill the gaps in our New Zealand hotel network; 

and to build on our initial entry into the Australian market.  

 

An example of this in action is the recent conditional acquisition of land in Whangarei’s CBD. This 

would see a return to Whangarei for our hotel business and will fit very well alongside our iconic 

Copthorne Hotel & Resort Bay of Islands and our popular Kingsgate Hotel Paihia.  

 

Prior to going unconditional we are carrying out a detailed feasibility study having regards for the 

cost to develop within the current environment, the time it would take to complete and bring the 

hotel on line and what the overarching tourism demand for the location would be. These factors all 

feed into determining how we can deliver on reviving our business and the returns we generate for 

investors.  

 

As tourism in New Zealand continues to revive, this is another sign that we are looking to grow our 

network once again. The proposed acquisition is in line with our strategy to fill the gaps in our 

network, enabling us to be the hotel of choice for visitors travelling around New Zealand. 

 

 

Sofitel performance/Australia strategy 

 

The Sofitel Brisbane Central is another example of our expansion strategy.  

 

Millennium and Copthorne has held property assets within Australia for over 30 years with that 

more recently being limited to ownership of apartments in the Zenith Residences (previously the 

Kingsgate International Hotel) in Sydney. With the selling down of the apartments – 5 sold in FY23 

and a further 3 sold/settled so far this year – we have 33 remaining apartments. The proceeds held 

within Australia were utilised in December last year for the 50% joint acquisition of the Sofitel 

Brisbane Central Hotel.  
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As we have said previously, Australia has long been of interest and we have evaluated a number of 

opportunities over the years as we sought the right property from which to create a beachhead for 

our hotel group into this country. 

 

Brisbane is a world class tourist and event destination and Sofitel Brisbane Central is well located, 

has a very strong reputation and has unique strengths in the conference and incentives sector. 

 

We are pleased to be able to say that the hotel has had a strong start to the FY24 year with 

occupancy at 72% (up 7% YoY) assisting rooms revenue to track ahead of budget. The Hotel is a 

strong Meetings and Events venue with utilisation of their recently renovated Ballroom scheduled to 

lift noticeably in the remaining months of the year. As part of our due diligence on the hotel we were 

aware of the need to refurbish rooms and we are currently scoping out the details for this work.  

We are looking forward to seeing the synergies this hotel can bring to our portfolio starting from this 

year. 

 

CDL Investments NZ contribution 

 

Earlier today CDL Investments held its annual meeting in which they outlined a number of land 

acquisitions which have recently completed and will, following master planning and consents, 

provide a pipeline for future development and sales. The current environment continues to provide 

acquisition opportunities and has also required that the company be cognisant of recent legislation 

introduced which has materially impacted acquisition feasibility. This has caused CDI to pause, assess 

and rethink their development delivery timeframes. 

 

That said the company has had a positive start to the year with $4.6m of settled sales YTD and a 

further $30.7m of unconditional sales yet to settle. This has come from a surge in sales from 

Prestons Park (Christchurch) and high interest shown in Iona (Havelock North/Hawkes Bay) Stage 1 

sections. 

 

CDI is continuing to progress their new Christchurch, Nelson and Richmond projects, and continuing 

to plan for the future both operationally and strategically. 

 

Profit 

 

We were particularly pleased with the return to profit for our hotel operations. While revenue and 

profit have yet to recover to pre-covid levels, we are making good progress under our Revive and 

Thrive strategy.  

 

This time last year we were seeing through a first quarter of Hotel operations impacted by weather 

events – Auckland flooding and Cyclone Gabrielle – along with restrictions on hotel occupancies 

based on staffing numbers available in key locations around the country (and particularly within 

Queenstown).  

 

It is pleasing to see this returning to a more normal position and for the first time in five years, we 

have been able to close out the first quarter without the impact of Covid restrictions, weather 

related impacts or large staffing shortages.  
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This has enabled a positive start to the year where hotels and our revenue team were able to seize 

the initiative to more actively manage the hotels revenue sources. One notable location was Te Anau 

where there has been a series of days with ~100% occupancy.   

 

Doing good 

 

Our approach has always been to contribute to the betterment of our team, our guests, our 

communities and the wider environment.   

 

One of the initiatives we are proud to support is Save the Kiwi. We have created a unique 

opportunity for hotel guests to donate a meal or ‘kiwi room’ for a night to this leading conservation 

charity. It’s simple for guests to participate, simply by opting out of their daily room servicing during 

a multi-night stay. We then redirect the costs saved towards Save the Kiwi. In the first six months of 

operation, we were very pleased to donate more than 14,000 meals to feed a kiwi.  

 

Delivering on our strategy in 2024 

 

The work we have been doing under our Revive and Thrive strategy will propel us forward in 2024. 

While we are still in the Revive phase of our strategy, we are laying the groundwork to truly Thrive 

from 2025 onwards.  

 

Over the next two years, we will be accelerating growth initiatives – optimising our hotel network 

and exploring strategic opportunities to expand our footprint in New Zealand and Australia. In 

addition, we will continue our programme of refurbishments and upgrades to ensure our properties 

meet the expectations of our guests. 

  

Our growth is not just about bricks and mortar. Our most valuable asset is our people and we’ll be 

introducing new ways we can add value for both our team and the communities where our hotels 

reside.  

 

At the heart of all we do lies our unwavering commitment to delivering the perfect guest experience. 

By investing in growth, our products and our people, we'll ensure our guests continue to choose us 

as their preferred hotel provider. 

 

Outlook 

 

We now have good staffing levels, more room capacity and while some regions have seen a 

dampening in demand, other areas such as Queenstown remain extremely strong.  

 

We recognise that there are still challenges in the market – ongoing cost inflation, lower consumer 

confidence, business cost cutting and job losses, including in the public sector which is being 

reflected in lower demand for Wellington accommodation. We are also entering a winter period 

without any major tourist attractions such as the FIFA Womens World Cup which occurred last year 

attracting teams and supporters. 

 

This has highlighted the need for Central and Local government to get behind the promotion of NZ 

Inc in attracting people and events – and NO Targeted Rates in its previous form are not the funding 

source. NZ is struggling to attract people with many overseas locations being heavily promoted – 

witness Australians heading to Indonesia ahead of NZ, and Chinese doing long-haul destinations such 

as UK, US and EU with those markets aggressively promoting themselves in the China market.  
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On a positive note, we are putting runs on the board and are confident in our continued progress 

under our Revive and Thrive strategy.  

 

Thank you for listening. I’ll now pass you back to Colin.  

 


